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JUST BEFORE WE BEGIN…
To be free, you need some level of fierceness.
From the time of John, the Baptist, the
kingdom of God suffers violence, and the
fierce takes it by force.

There is a difference between exercising
dominion and exercising freedom. Exercising
dominion sometimes requires that you be
fierce, while exercising freedom requires that
you be free. Freedom isn't just a state of
being, it's an act.

Many are actually free, but their lack of
understanding still keep them in bondage.
Some are fierce, but they don't know how to
be free. They know how to enforce their
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deliverance, but they don't know how to live
free. The children of Israel got delivered from
Egypt, but their minds were still caged by
Pharaoh.

After all that God did to deliver them from
Pharaoh, they still feared when they heard
that Pharaoh was coming after them. They
needed a miracle to be delivered; but to be
free, they needed more than a miracle, they
needed responsibility. Without responsibility,
many
people
will
constantly
need
deliverance.

When they cried in Egypt, God heard and sent
Moses to deliver them; when they cried at
the Red Sea, God told them to go forward.
When God doesn't send a miracle, then He's
most likely telling you to
"take
responsibility".
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We need to create a balance; And that's why
I've packaged 5 keys that will help you
become truly FIERCE AND FREE in this book.
As the Lord lives, your life will experience a
transformation!
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UNDERSTAND YOUR
ROOT
King Saul and little David argued over facing
Goliath. "Dear David, I know you're
passionate, but you're too young, Goliath will
crush you in seconds", "Oh king, I killed Lions
and bears when they came after my father's
sheep, I will also defeat this Goliath because
he has come after God's people", "Moreover,
the God that helped me kill those deadly
animals will also help me defeat Goliath".
"Alright, go, your God will be with you".

David brought back Goliath's head after the
battle; and Saul, knowing that only certain
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tribes can accomplish such feats, asked him,
"Young man, whose son are you?". The
moment David mentioned Jesse - from the
tribe of Judah, the argument ceased.

Saul knew that the tribe that David came
from was a prevailing tribe, and that no one
ever fought against them and prevailed, not
even Goliath. Jesus also came from that tribe,
the tribe of Judah. The bible says "the Lion of
the tribe of Judah has prevailed". If that's the
case, then Judah is also our spiritual tribe;
and that means we're destined to overcome
any storm in life.

You may have been born into an Igbo or
Yoruba family, but the day you gave your life
to Christ, you were reborn into Judah. Your
biological father may have failed all his life,
but your spiritual father never failed. If the
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strategy of your biological father can't get you
the breakthrough you need, then the strategy
from your spiritual root certainly will. Don't
be discouraged by the limitations in your
natural lineage, your spiritual lineage has no
limitations. Nobody may have ever gotten
married in your family, but in your new
lineage, God sets the solitary in families.
Nobody may have gotten a good job in your
family, but in Judah, the righteous shall eat
from the fruit of his own doing. Curses may
be following everyone around you, but in
your new tribe, curses don't work on people.

Therefore, face your fears with this
consciousness, just as Jesus faced the cross
and David faced Goliath. The track record of
your tribe is full of victories; and the God who
gave them victory will also give you victory!
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CARRY HIS
PRESENCE
To secure victory in any situation, first secure
God's presence. Moses understood this
principle in Exodus 33:15 when he told God
that "if your presence will not go with us, then
don't send us...". In Ps 114:3, the bible tells us
that when the Red Sea saw the people of
Israel coming, it hurried out of their way, and
the water of the Jordan River turned away.
The Contemporary English Version says,
"When the sea looked at God, it ran away,
and the Jordan River flowed upstream". If you
remember the scenario at the Red Sea, it
never divided until Moses introduced the
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power of God. Certain situations may only
remain as long as you've not engaged His
presence in those situations. When God
arises, enemies scatter.

When they reached Jericho, they were faced
with a wall that was impossible to be brought
down. But God told Joshua that all they
needed to do was to engage His presence
again. So Joshua arranged for some priests to
carry the ark of God round the wall for 7 days
and 7 times on the 7th day, as God instructed.
At the 7th time of the 7th day, they all
shouted for joy, and the wall fell down flat.
That wall was an impossible case, but God's
presence must have softened it within the
first 6 days. When Jesus was told that Lazarus
was dead, He stayed back for some days to
secure God's presence. And when He finally
went to honour their call, He raised Lazarus
back to life. He spent two days securing God's
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presence, and spent just a few minutes
raising Lazarus from the dead. God's presence
softens complex situations.

------------------------------------------------------WHEN GOD IS IN YOUR MIDST, THE
OPPOSITION MAY BE SEEING YOU, BUT
THEY'D BE FEELING GOD. THAT'S WHAT
HAPPENED TO THE JORDAN RIVER.
-------------------------------------------------------

You can't be in God's presence and not know.
I was worshipping The Father one day, and
suddenly He said to me "My son, you can't be
in my presence and not know". I asked why,
and He responded saying "Because in my
presence there is fullness of joy. And songs are
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natural traits of joy". After He said those
words, it occurred to me that I was not only
singing songs I was familiar with, I also sang in
tunes I've never heard or sang before. I
perceive they were the songs angels sing in
heaven.

Out of curiosity I asked Him, "What if I have
mind bugging challenges, will they not
interfere with your presence?". He responded
saying "you can't see the solution to your
challenges and still be worried, for in my right
hand there are pleasures forevermore". I
understood that what I first need to do in the
face of challenges is to gain access to His
presence, because that's where the solution
lies forever.
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YOU'D NEVER COME OUT OF ANY
CHALLENGE WHEN JOY IS DISPLACED. IT'S
NOT ENOUGH TO BE A CHRISTIAN, YOU ALSO
NEED TO CARRY HIS PRESENCE. AND JOY IS
THE CARRIER OF GOD'S PRESENCE.
-----------------------------------------------------God's presence is a stream of income. It
solves problems; and if your appearance
solves problems, then you have a great
possibility of making money. Don't just
submit your CV, also submit His presence.
Don't just answer interview questions, also
give answers that introduces His presence. I
remember how I got an ICT job in a company I
worked with. When the interviewer asked me
what I think they do, I responded saying "God
told me you're into vehicle tracking". Out of
amazement, the interviewer asked me how
he could hear from God. That was the only
question I answered to secure an ICT job. You
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don't know what you're missing by keeping
His presence at home.
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FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT
OF FAITH
Don’t expect to win a battle you're not ready
to fight. The good thing is, our kind of fight
guarantees victory. Hebrews 10:36 gives us a
formula to secure victory in battle; it says,
"You have need of patience, after you've done
the will of God, you will receive the promise".
In other words, you'd know you've won the
battle when you've completed the will. If they
can't stop you from completing God's will,
then they can't stop God from releasing the
promise.

God is not trying to teach you some lessons
by what you may be going through. He gave
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us Christ so we can have life and have it more
abundantly. If your present position doesn't
feel like "life" to you, then you really need to
fight. Don't wait till the day that things will
get better; because frankly, as long as Satan is
involved, situations only get worse without a
fight. And don't even tell me that you're
waiting for God's time; because according to
scriptures, when it comes to faith, God
doesn't consider His timing. The application
of your faith can make it God's time.

Jesus is the Author of your faith. He doesn't
need to try you with challenges to see if your
faith will work. If He authored it, then be sure
it works. Trials and tribulations are the devil's
evil tricks to steal, kill, and destroy our faith.
Don't let him; use your faith against him.
Faith is the victory that overcomes the world.
Even if the devil defeats you 7 times, grow
your faith again and fight the 8th time. Even if
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he kills you in the fight, faith can bring you
back to life. If you do nothing about those
recurring challenges, then you're simply
telling the devil to ride on. Therefore, keep
fighting, because God is waiting for you to
win.

Lions don't give up on any fight; actually, they
fight till they win. According to scriptures,
every Believer carries the nature of a lion;
which also means that we are destined to win
at all times. 1 Tim 6:12 particularly says that
we should fight the good fight of faith, and lay
hold on eternal life. The reason why it's
termed a "good fight" is because it's a fight
where we've been destined to win.

Lions are never afraid of challenges because
they know the end from the beginning.
Believers should possess the mentality of a
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victor; you may not be able to stop challenges
from coming to you, but you also have all it
takes to win. Soldiers occasionally go to war;
and if the bible refers to us as soldiers of
Christ, then we should expect to fight
oppositions occasionally. So when you see
challenges coming around you, instead of
sitting to weep, fight to win! A soldier that
won't face a battle is putting his nation at risk.
Also, a Believer that won't confront his
oppositions is putting his destiny at risk.

-------------------------------------------------LAY HOLD ON ETERNAL LIFE. ETERNAL LIFE IS
A SCRIPTURE-BASED LIFE. IF YOUR LIFE ISN'T
REFLECTING THE SCRIPTURES, THEN FIGHT
TILL IT BEGINS TO REFLECT.
---------------------------------------------------
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NOTICE
-------------------------------------------I CONGRATULATE YOU FOR COMPLETING
THE FIRST 3 KEYS. THOSE KEYS WILL KEEP
YOU FIERCE IN THE BATTLES OF LIFE.
HOWEVER, I STILL NEED TO SHOW YOU HOW
TO BE FREE, AND THAT’S WHAT THE NEXT
TWO KEYS WILL BE ABOUT. PLEASE GIVE
RAPT ATTENTION TO THESE TWO KEYS,
BECAUSE THEY’D TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE
FOREVER.
----------------------------------------
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FIND YOUR PASSION OR
PURPOSE, AND WALK IN
THEM
Freedom puts responsibility on us. God didn't
free Israel from Egypt for nothing, He freed
them for service. What service is your
freedom rendering to humanity? Don't tell
me you're working with a company, is your
presence there serving the purpose of God?
It's okay to find a job, but also find the
purpose for which God set you free.

You're not just freed to eat burger and have
coldstone, you're freed to free others. I don't
just mean "getting people saved", I mean
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giving people life. There are many people
who are saved, yet they have no life. I know
great writers today who felt empty until I was
privileged to meet them.

FINDING PURPOSE…
To find purpose, look out for those unusual
occurrences. Before God called Moses, He
first created an unusual occurrence. He made
His angels to start a fire in the midst of the
bush, but didn't allow the fire to consume the
bush.

Other people who passed before Moses also
saw that unusual occurrence, but they didn't
turn to see why it happened like that. But
here was Moses, he told them that he had to
turn to see why the bush was not consumed
by the fire. And the moment he turned, God
called him.
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Don't tell me that God has not shown you
your purpose or that God has not called you
into an assignment; because just like Moses,
He has been creating unusual occurrences
just to see if you will turn. The bible says
"When God saw that Moses turned, He called
Moses". God will always call those who turn
to fix unusual situations. God called Moses
when he turned; now imagine if he never
turned. He'd probably miss the call.

People who desire to find purpose don't
ignore situations, especially the ones that
touches their heart. God may just be by the
corner, waiting for you to turn. After all, the
more problems you fix, the more useful you
become.
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ALRIGHT, LET'S BE A LITTLE MORE
PRACTICAL. LET ME SHOW YOU HOW TO
FIND YOUR PURPOSE

Finding life purpose is not easy. In fact, it is
one of the most difficult things to do. It would
require grace from God, because it does not
have a universal formula, and it takes time to
find. Finding life purpose is more like a
personal journey that one has to undertake;
and this is why many individuals never find
their life purpose. I'd be sharing a few
practical tips with you, and I believe they
would help you in the journey to finding your
purpose.

1. Do not expect instant result:
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Finding life purpose takes time, so do not
expect to find it soon. It is a journey where
you do not have room to complain about the
distance. Rather, you should enjoy every step
of the way. I was guilty of murmuring and
complaining because I did not like the way life
was going for me. But the murmuring did not
take me anywhere until I applied the principle
of patience. Even when I prayed ceaselessly
to God about it, all He told me was to be
patient and build up my faith.

2. Identify your strengths or talents:
Your life purpose is related to your talent or
personal strengths. For instance, if you are
strong in learning, it is likely that your life
purpose is related to learning or teaching.

Your life purpose is related to your talent or
personal strengths. For instance, if you are
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strong in learning, it is likely that your life
purpose is related to learning. I learn anything
easily; over time, I’ve discovered that the way
I assimilate knowledge is always different
from other people. We may read the same
book, but the feedbacks would be far
different. You would even begin to wonder if
we read the same book. Also, each time I
caught a new insight, I would rush to a nearby
friend to tell them about it. I just didn’t know
how to withhold knowledge inside me. I
would always look for who to share what I’ve
learnt with. I’d sometimes imagine myself on
a stage – teaching people the things that I
know.

You may have had experiences like mine too;
but maybe in a different scenario. Yours could
be singing; perhaps you’re always outstanding
during a choir practice. Or maybe you imagine
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yourself singing to a group of people.

To discover purpose, you must first discover
your talents. Talent is what you have, while
purpose is what to do with what you have.
Purpose is more like an assignment that has
to be written, while talent is the pen you'd
need to write the assignment. But it's quite
unfortunate that many people use their
talents to do things that are not assigned to
them.

3. Identify your passions:
Your passions are things you do because of
love and not because of external reward such
as money or recognition. I love to impact
knowledge on people. On many occasions, I
have had to reject my pay check after
delivering a motivational talk. This is not
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because I do not need the money, but that
being able to speak to those people paid me
more than the content of my pay check. Your
passions would naturally give you fulfillment
even if there is physically nothing to show for
it.

4. Identify your causes or interests:
Identify the things that matter to you. Is there
a condition in the world that makes you feel
discontent? Is there a condition that makes
you feel the urge to do something about it?
For instance, I do not like it when students
fail. I always feel failure amongst students is
something that can be completely eradicated.

5. Find the intersection between your
strengths, passions, and interests:
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If you have been able to identify your
strengths, passions, and causes, then you can
find the intersection between them:
- First, pick an interest from your list of interests.
- From your list of strengths, pick those that can
help you improve the situation in the interest.
- From the strengths you pick, find the ones you
can work on with enthusiasm.

Teaching is one of my strengths. I can talk and
write all day without much stress. And since I
despise failure among students, then I can
educate myself on effective communication
and also grab as much knowledge as I can.
Because I'd simply use the teaching strength
to change the "student failure" situation.
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You can continue this exercise until you find a
cause or interest that has a strong
intersection with your strengths and passions.
At the end of the exercise, you will find a
cause you deeply care about for which you
can effectively do something with
enthusiasm. What you find would be a clear
sign of your purpose.

I also like to sing and cook. I've had to make
soup for a client's party even when I was
physically sick. And that's because no
weakness can outshine your strengths from
producing. There are days when I'd prefer to
walk through a distance that would require a
cab, not because I couldn't afford the fare,
but because I just wanted to sing. So I'd sing
on the road till I reach my destination. I'd like
to transform the music industry; I'd also love
to be a unique chef, but I'm more interested
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in stopping the failure among students. And
that's why I'd choose to develop my teaching
strength over my singing and cooking
strengths.
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FOCUS
Anything you focus on will expand. Small
things naturally grow big with focus. It's not
money that you need to grow a small
business, it's focus. Mathematics may be
difficult, but focus will make it easy. If you
want to see changes in your marriage, then
build your focus around it. Focus has power
to transform anything, and nothing can resist
its transformative effect. Just any man can be
transformed if you focus on his
transformation.
BUT WHAT IS FOCUS?
Focus is a definite commitment to a cause.
And that's why you can't be truly committed
to anything without a clear definition.
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Focus is not just about committing yourself to
something, it's about committing yourself to
something with a clear definition. When I
started writing, I told God that I don't want to
write like every other writer, that I want to
write with a clear difference. I told him I want
my write-ups to flow with angelic ecstasy.
With that in mind, each time I write
something that feels ordinary, I'd quickly
delete it. There are many beautiful write-ups
that I've had to delete, only because I didn't
feel the way I defined for my write-ups.

Some months after I defined my focus, I
started receiving feedbacks from readers. A
lady said "Emeka, anytime I read your writeups, it's always like an angel is talking to me".
Another person said "Anslem, if you tell me
that it is you that is writing these messages,
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I'd slap you. Because only a spirit can write
like this". I really laughed when I heard them,
but they were clear pointers that what I
focused on was expanding. As at that time,
the maximum number of "Likes" I received on
my write-ups was 10; but recently, it has
crossed 150. And the feedback has been the
same from everyone.

BUT ANSLEM, I'VE BUILT MY FOCUS
AROUND THIS THINGS ALL THESE YEARS,
BUT I'VE NOT EXPERIENCED A CHANGE...

If that's the case for you, then what you've
built all those years may not really be focus.

Focus has some virtues that works with it; let
me explain a few of them to you:
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- FOCUS BEGINS WITH A DEFINITION
We defined focus as definite commitment to
a cause. The phrase "definite commitment"
simply means "defined commitment". In
other words, you don't just commit yourself
to a cause, you first define your commitment.

Focus without definition will often lead to
confusion. And when a man is confused, it
simply means he has lost focus. If you want to
start a business, start by defining what you
hope to achieve. Then build your focus
around what you've defined.

I've heard people say things like "I'd do
everything in my power to make this work". I
don't do everything in my power to make
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things work, I do everything I have defined in
order to make things work. I've discovered
that people who determine to do everything
in their power to pursue a cause usually
abandon the cause. And that's because,
oftentimes, everything in our power is usually
not enough to make certain things work. We
need to do things beyond our power. God
understood this principle when He said we
should "trust in the Lord with all our heart,
and lean not on our own understanding".
Ephesians 6:10 says "Finally, be strong in the
Lord, and in the power of His might...". The
word "finally" was used to signify that our
definition has to be totally dependent on
God. No man can scale through the diverse
challenges of this world in his strength; he
needs a higher power to overcome. If your
definition has no connection with God, then
you will soon lose focus.
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Imagine if I did not define my style of writing,
I'd probably be writing anything I like today.
People should not just do what they like, but
what they've defined. If you focus on a thing
only because you like it, then what will
happen when you no longer like it? Many
people have stopped going to church because
the "like" is no longer there. Ninety percent
of salary earners want to change their job
only because they no longer "like" their job.
Divorce is becoming a daily routine only
because the couple no longer "like" each
other. Students will prefer to sit at home and
watch movies instead of going to school, only
because they no longer "like" school. Isn't this
"like" perspective the beginning of man's
problem?

If your only reason for committing yourself to
a cause is because you like it, then you'd
probably abandon that cause. Liking a cause is
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not enough, you need to consciously define
the level of commitment you'd give to it.

I like writing, but I've also defined the level of
commitment I give to it. And that's because I
don't want it to affect any other aspect of my
life. I remember how my boss told me that I
was not focused in the office; and that's
because I was always thinking of what to
write, even while I'm in the office. Some
people will say it was passion that was driving
me, but my boss was right; I lacked focus, I
lacked definition. If I had a proper definition,
then my productivity in the office would not
have been affected.

So that's it! Focus begins with defining your
commitment, and consciously submitting to
what you've defined. Definition puts you on
check; so that when situations try to pull you
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out, you'd know how to trace your way back.
A student who has defined his commitment
to always have an Upper Credit in all courses
will naturally sit up anytime he gets a grade
lower than an Upper Credit. But imagine a
student who doesn't have a defined
commitment? He'd probably accept any
grade, and do nothing about improving. And
students like that easily get confused and
eventually lose focus.

The same thing applies to businesses. And
that's why most organizations set annual
targets for themselves. Having a defined
commitment for your business will help you
rate your income. For instance, I planned to
write 12 books in the month of March 2017;
but I ended up writing 9. Of course, I should
be excited, but I didn't reach my goal. On the
other hand, if I didn’t define my commitment
to write 12 books, I probably would not have
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written more than 2 books in that month.
Definition has a way of stretching your
potentials; and that's why I earlier mentioned
that you should not define your commitment
based on your strength, but based on the
power of God. I really love to write, but all I
could write in the month of February 2017
was 2 books, without a definition. But
definition increased it to 9. You'd be amazed
at how much you can achieve by defining
your commitment to any cause.

I heard of a man who committed himself to
washing his wife's car. He did that anytime
the car was due for washing. And the most
amazing thing is that even when his wife
offends him, he'd still wash the car and
personally hand over the keys to her.
"Darling, I've washed your car, here's your
key" accompanied with a peck on the cheek.
Even if the wife was possessed by a demon,
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she'd quickly apologize for her wrong. Our
definitions overpower our weaknesses and
enables us to do what needs to be done.
Definition is what will make you pay your
child's school fees even after you lost your
job.

- FOCUS REQUIRES KNOWLEDGE
You can't claim you have focus on something
and you don't have details about that thing.
For instance, if you have focus on your family,
you'd have vital details about them. You'd
know your wife's best color, best food, best
hairstyle, best gift, best dress, birthday,
salary, colleagues, friends; you'd know about
her job, the role she plays, and possibly how
she plays it. You'd have details about your
child's schooling; both academic and financial
status. You'd know the numerous talents of
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your children, and even help them to enhance
their gifts. You just need to understand how
they operate; parents who do not know what
to do for their children have an unstable
focus. Because with focus, you would always
know what to do per time.

If it ever comes to a time when you don't
know what to do to perform your official
duty, then your focus is probably not on the
job. Men of focus are always one step ahead;
they update themselves regularly, and attack
the things that may become a threat to their
job in the future. And this is why many people
easily get tired of the same job they enjoyed
when they began. They give excuses like; "my
boss nags at me, I no longer feel the
excitement, the pay is no longer encouraging,
and so on". What you focus on only expands;
and you can't possibly get tired of positive
expansions.
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When you begin to see reasons why your job
is no longer good for you, then you've drifted
your focus to something else. Research has it
that employees perform better during their
first months in an organization. And that's
because they put all their focus on the job
during that period, and divide their focus
after a while. If only they know that complete
focus is the key to excellence.

Don't tell me "business is not moving",
because it's actually your focus that is not
showing. Progress naturally accompanies
focus. Even Jesus referred to this principle in
Matt 6:22 when He said "the light of the body
is the eye: if your eyes be single, your whole
body will be full of light". In other words, if
you will dare to focus, you can't experience
downtimes; either in your business or in any
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other aspect of your life. Just as the eye is the
light of the body, focus is the light of destiny.
Without the eyes, the body will be full of
darkness; and without focus, destiny can
never be reached.

A man who always have details about his
engagements is a man of focus. He'd always
know what to do to escape any situation. The
essence of focus is to ensure that growth is
guaranteed. But focus without knowledge
won't lead to growth. Though we have said
that "what you focus on will expand", it is a
"knowledge-rooted" focus that causes things
to expand. People who easily lose their focus
are people whose focus is not knowledgemotivated.
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- FOCUS IS SUSTAINED BY A VISION
Have a vision for growth. It's not enough to
define your commitment and have enough
knowledge of the things you focus on; you
also need to have a vision for progress.
Knowledge is progressive, but it is vision that
creates the destination. Knowledge without a
vision will only keep you around the corner.
Knowledge gets you ready to go, vision shows
you were to go.

Vision is about seeing something better than
what you have now, and about seeing a place
better than where you are now. Your wife
may be earning a great income now, but if
you can't see her making even greater
income, then check your focus. Focus is
visionary in nature; even though the present
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may be bright, it always looks forward to the
future.

People who desire to change their job only
because their salary is small do not have a
focus. No amount of salary will ever be
enough for man. Don't change your job
because you need a salary increase, but
because your vision is being ceased. Also,
don't stay on a job only because the salary is
good, but because the vision you see is
achievable. I heard the story of a man who
got a job employment in a bank as a security
officer. Though he started as a security
officer, but he looked forward to becoming an
accountant in the same bank. Amazingly, it
wasn't long before he became the chief
accountant in the bank.
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Vision does not have a final destination;
because every destination is turned into the
beginning. Vision says "the sky is the limit",
but when it gets to the sky, it says "the sky is
the beginning". With vision, no position is too
small to start from; actually, vision likes to
start small.

- FOCUS REFLECTS THROUGH
PERSEVERANCE
There is no vision that is impossible to attain.
However, pursuing a great vision requires
great perseverance.

Perseverance means to continue in a course
of action without regard to discouragement,
opposition or previous failure. Matt 24:13
says "he that endure till the end shall be
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saved". Persevering towards the fulfillment of
a vision means to endure all the hardness and
difficulties until you see the manifestation of
the vision. Jesus, who for the joy that was set
before Him, endured the cross and despised
the shame. That's the example we should
follow. If you ever abort a vision because of
the difficulties on the way, then you don't
have a focus.

A man with true focus will never abort a
vision; he would press towards the vision
until he sees the manifestation. Aborting a
vision is like aborting a baby; and the pain of
abortion is far more tormenting than the pain
of perseverance. People who abort their
babies live to regret it; but people who
perseverance unto delivery live to celebrate
their victory. The vision in your heart is like
the baby in the womb; you need to carry the
vision like a woman carries the baby for
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months before delivery. Of course, the
discomfort and pain will come, but the
delivery of the vision will also come, only if
you would persevere.

I TRUST YOU’VE BEEN BLESSED BY THIS LITTLE
BOOK. PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO SHARE IT
WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS. AND YES, I LOOK
FORWARD TO READING YOUR TESTIMONIES.
CONGRATULATIONS!
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